Paulett Angella Hemmings ALLMIGHTY GOG

PUBLIC DOC

Paulett Angella Hemmings State of Affairs
Brandon Pointe Town in the State of Brandon
Located in the Mount Zion States/Florida

February 28, 2018

SUBJECT: DeCrash State Of The States Address

Office of the Governor
New Mexico State Capitol
490 Old Santa Fe Trail, Room 400
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Dear Governor Susana Martinez Office, Greetings to you;

I AM PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL
AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE ONLY CHREATOR OVER ALL
CHREATIONS. NO PERSON OR THING IS HIGHER THAN I AM. I AM THE MOST
MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF LIFE, OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH,
ESISTENCES, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN AND AFTER. I AM THE CORPUS
CHRISTIE, THE HEAD OF ALL STATES/COUNTRIES AND COURTS IN THIS EARTH,
ALL EARTHS, ALL CHREATIONS AND ALL ESISTENCES UNDER MY AUTHORITIES.
No harm or anything bad will come or happen to ME, Paulett Angella Hemmings, my children,
my family, my generations, my chreations, at no time, at no place, in no elevation, in no level, in
no height, in no depth, in no diameter, or perimeter, or areas, in no low, in no angle or
circumference or any way shape or form in no place, in no things, or Earth, Chreations, Makings,
Buildings, Esistences, or any time or other esistences to come.
The Devel Business
The businesses of the devels are to deceive, to steal, to destroy us, to use computers, to kill and
terror and to cause pain everywhere. The Devel came into this my Earth and take our Jamaican
English Languages forms and turned them into devel languages. America has one of the worse
English language controlled by the devel. Many of the words w use are wrong and a reflection
of devel manipulation. Many of the phrases we use are wrong and a reflection of devel
manipulationment. There is no grammar or grammer in the Jamaican English languages use
throughout this Earth and these Earths. The pronounciation and tonation of words are wrong.
Most spellings of words are wrong. The word usages are wrong, the word meanings are wrong,
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the vowels are wrong, some of the vowels left out, and some of the letters of the alphabet are left
out. When you write, do it the best way that you can, but do not stress yourself that you do not
write the current English forms, as they are totally wrong and can never be right.
The Original Devels
The Intermittent Esistence is where the main devels are from, and they are the Maker. The also
go by the name Intersentencing, Interlaxic, Extersentencing, Extergeneses. They are the milky
white man types. They are always at the top of leadership and over your heads located up in the
elements looking down on all elevations, all levels, and all esistences. Marcus Moses Garvey or
currently, Mark Hatfield is one of those devels from this past esistence. The man types are not to
make any type of persons that can breathe and esist. The man types desperately want to do this.
They experiment on computer technology to further their knowledge to see if they could get to
make breathable persons. So, they built the electromagnetic and computerized man who has
plastic skin, and who can do many things similar to others built by the women types, and no one
can know that they are computerized by looking at them. In the original devels esistence, when
they tried to force their ways and desires on the women, they had to turn them out of the
esistences. The women killed many of them and then many devels excaped.
The original devels go into other esistences and find ways to tear down the bodies of many and
then to use others to advance computer technology in order to bring into the esistence the
computerized man and woman. These esistences did not accept or want those wicked things, and
so these original devels use our man types to destroy the esistences continuously. As the devels
know that the top woman leaders will not allow them to use computer to build or make anyone,
they would either overthrow the highest leader and disturb the rest of the esistence, or they
would go into the esistences, advance computer technology in lower levels, and then use those
that have this advanced knowledge to tear down the higher and highest leaders in their esistence,
causing massive disruptions to them and to others in the regions and other areas.
Drones are Extremely Dangerous
Sometimes, it is difficult for these devels to blend in and to appear normal in a new esistences.
They know how to reduce themselves to small grain and to go inside the bodies of those in the
esistence and to learn from them. They also go into the esistence to test their plastic building and
their computer advancement and to combine their computerization to the esistence they are in.
They also introduce the Drones that has in them minuscule computerized man and woman that is
not visible to the natural eyes anymore.
The Drones are extremely dangerous, as they are used to attack anyone under incondesant
covering, and used to chop them up, dismantle their faces with chops and burning. When they
can blend themselves in, they confounded the minds of those in leadership and used them to
introduce new ways of wearing clothes and the type of unsafe materials to use. They introduce
the long frock, the long sleeve dresses, the high neck dresses, so that they could come in wearing
similar clothes and no one would know that they are the plastic devels. They also influence hair
styles that often looks a little weird, as they can hide in big wigs, and long stockings on their feet.
They like to wear gloves both day and night, so no one can see their fingers and they make it a
law in past generations and now a style to wear gloves even when it is not cold. It is not easy to
distinguish the fake persons from the real or natural ones. Some of them can appear to have lots
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of lumpy fat on them at times, and these are the plastic devels with many esistences reduced to
small grains and crammed inside them. Sometimes their head seem abnormal looking and can be
thick looking. Some of them also have buttocks that looks like it was thrown on them, as it
projects or pushed out and appear that you could sit on it. Some of them has a pale color inside
their eye area, as they are the milky white ones wearing pink skin. These devels also inject us in
our bodies so we get bloated. They remove the food from our mouth and tasting causing many
of us to eat more and more to expand our skin and causing us to gain rapid and uncontrollable
weight. They do this, so we can appear fat and abnormal like them, so we see abnormality in our
societies, and we do not know who is normal and who is plastic stuffed.
Innocent Miami-Dade Man Killed By Police
One of these unusual incidents happened on May 26, 2012, as reported, a nude man attacked and
maimed a homeless man, on the MacArthur Causeway in Miami, Florida. It is reported that the
attacker, accused the homeless man of stealing his Bible, beat him unconscious, removed the
victim’s pants, and bit off most of victim’s face above the beard (including his left eye), leaving
him blind in both eyes. This incident is called the "Miami Zombie" and the "Causeway
Cannibal". The attacker was fatally shot by a Miami PD officer. This incident is a typical one
with the use of the drone under incondescent coverings. It is also a typical activity for the devels
illegally in our Earth to use the plastic man to do the wickedness and then use a real person they
set up to take the blame. The police did carry out their devel activity, as the innocent man was
shot several times and killed and cannot get to speak for himself, and the other man’s face was
destroyed. It was also reported that the attacker popped out the left eye of the victim and the
victim later lost his right eye from the facial damages. The devels police wanted the eye sight of
one of the victims, so they set him up to be attacked by them, and then they found ways through
the hospital to remove his other eye sight, so they have a complete pair of eye sight valuable to
the devel police and the devel leeders.
The Miami-Dade Police is responsible for the deaths of this innocent man and for destroying the
face of the homeless man. Can anyone tell me why anyone in this Earth should be homeless,
living on the street, with no family member knowing where they are and how they are doing?
and why anyone in this Earth to be shot by devel police, so they cannot tell what happened? The
police bullets and other bullets have the devels made in them, and when someone is shot the
devel takes over the mind and the body of the person shot. The devels will then stifle the person,
so they appear to be dead. Can you tell me why are the police shooting to kill? Why are devel
guns being used in my Earths?
This ordeal was reported to have captured by a security camera, and the surveillance video shows
“footage taken by security cameras at the nearby Miami Herald building show most of the 18
glory minutes of Eugene's growling and vicious attack on Poppo when Eugene ate the man's
nose, mouth and eyes”. before help arrived. In the first place, the Miami Herald building is one
of the places that the devel takes over and control all information. From these news reports it is
obvious that the newspaper set up video cameras at many areas in advance to capture a plastic
man or men impersonation which they can use to morph, alter, or transform the images to look
like the real person they intend to use as the “killer”.
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The Miami Herald newspaper is connected to the moving pictures, the TV, and the Radio station
information sharing. The moving pictures is the remaker and the continuation of many
wickednesses all over many Chreations inside and outside these Earths. The newspapers are led
by devel men some of them dressed looking like women. The newspapers and communication
areas are the main tools of the devels to spread propaganda, to tell lies, to show wickednesses, to
picture wicked stories being carried out by many devels in my Earth and my Chreations. It is
quite convenient for this killing and facial destruction of the victim to be carried out near the
newspaper area and to be captured on their video cameras and then be doctored or altered to fit
how the police and the government devels want us to hear it, to read it, and to see it. In addition,
they presented their fictitious evidence in the ways the news and the court are to have the
information presented to them. These wickednesses are done to give the police work to do, to
give the hospitals work to do, to give the morgue work to do, to give the prison work to do, to
give the courts work to do, and to give the attorneys work to do. It is obviously, this black man
that was killed on the spot, has many things inside of him that devel leeders, the police, those in
the newspaper, and the governments want. They therefore set him up, and they killed him, and
then they said he was violent, and he has police records, so they can convince us that the
innocent man did something wrong and for them to get his body and what is inside his body for
them.
On this same incident, it is reported on another news that although the autopsy revealed no
human flesh was found in the attacker’s stomach, a number of undigested pills were discovered
in him that have not been identified. From the understanding, it is obvious that the police are
lying, and they are the ones who forced pills down the throat of the man they killed, so they can
slander his name as the police and many news reports called the innocent man “the attacker”.
The news report said the pills they found in the man were undigested and could not cause
hallucination or abnormal behavior. It is also unusual for no flesh to be in the mouth of the killer
as it is reported, and video recorded that the killer eat off the face of the victim. No person has
such sharp teeth to cut and eat another person natural or real flesh like he is eating cooked food.
None of us here in this earth can chew our skin, our teeth cannot do that. When meat is not
properly cooked, it is tough, and it cannot be chewed easily, and not easily swallowed. It would
take a long time for this killer man to swallow the face of the other and for him to chew off the
face of the other, as his mouth would get tired. This information was retrieved from
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miami_cannibal_attack.
Another news reported that “The much-anticipated toxicology report released by Miami-Dade
Medical Examiner Dr. Bruce Hyma found marijuana in Eugene’s system, something CBS4 News
had previously reported, but no evidence of any other street drugs, alcohol or prescription drugs,
or any adulterants found in street drugs” This information from the medical examiner proved that
the man did not have anything in his body or his mouth to do the wicked things that the police
and the news reports are propagandizing. From the many news reports, the police says “the
killer” behaved like those who take an illegal drug name “bath salts” and other illegal drugs. The
news reports are controlled by the devels and do not have the truth. The police and the
governments can get away with destroying us for no reason.
The news report also identified that the medical report said the alleged killer did not have any of
the drugs the police reported that he must have taken “the report said this includes cocaine, LSD,
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amphetamines (Ecstasy, Meth and others), phencyclidine (PCP or Angel Dust), heroin,
oxycodone, Xanax, synthetic marijuana (Spice), and many other similar compounds”. The
medical examiner report cleared the alleged killer from being an attacker, and the police and the
newspaper reports are all wrong and lies. The news report also identified that “The [police]
department has also sought the assistance of an outside forensic toxicology reference laboratory,
which has confirmed the absence of “bath salts,” synthetic marijuana and LSD,” in the alleged
killer. The forensic toxicology also cleared the killer from doing wrongs as he never had
anything illegal in his body to influence him to do wicked things. The truth of the matter is that
none of my children know wickedness and none of them ever do wickedness. It is those devels
who force themselves in my Earths, killed us and put themselves as leeders to do “anything they
want, with anyone they want, anytime they want, and anyhow they want” as these are the words
of the devels as they told it to me. Retrieved from
https://miami.cbslocal.com/2012/06/27/medical-examiner-causeway-cannibal-not-high-on-bathsalts/.
The police and newspaper reporting of this incident, is completely ludicrous and ridiculous. The
police, the newspaper, and the TV have our minds and our thinking twined up, so we cannot see
the lie bouncing out of the mouth of those who put themselves in authority and saying they are
operating under standard procedure or standard protocol. The wickednesses carried out daily by
the police is the work of the devels, and there are many plastic police in Miami-Dade police
precincts. One of the news reported that “

The police devels could have used the electrical and mechanical drones and other tools to cut up
this homeless man’s face. The news reported that “Poppo was homeless and lived near the area
where the attack occurred. Poppo tries to fight back as Eugene tries to take off his clothes”.
These are all lies, propaganda, and fiction made up by the police and the many news reports.
This shooting and the story behind it could be from a TV or movie script, and the newspaper and
the police and other devels planned and carried out these wicked acts. The police know the
identity of the homeless people in the area. The police and the newspaper also could have used
the effigy computerized plastic man with sharp teeth, and cutters on them, so they can chop off
the skin and the face of the homeless man they know live on the street, because they wanted his
eyes and to control his body. They could also use the torch they carry to disfigure the face.
Retrieved from https://abcnews.go.com/US/miami-face-eating-attack-lasted-18-agonizingminutes/story?id=16458696.
This disfiguered homeless man has been living in a government place after this incident and in
control by the government. What he eats is filled with devels, as most food is devel food with
reduced calories and reduced nutrients, while this place of home is unprotected. The doctors and
nurses will often be devels themselves, and so the environment is not safe from the devel. He
may be hearing, seeing, and feeling the devel torture on his body or in his head as well. The
government will continue to control him for life in this Earth and also when they kill him or say
he is dead. They may have already removed all his eye sights from his inner selves as well, as
they do not want him in possession of his own eyes after he transcend. The governments will
also connect his body to the ones who will remove him from this earth to the heavens or other
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places he has no control to prevent. No one from these Earths is to go to the Heaven. They are to
remain in this Earth and transcend inside this Earth.
These original devels are in this Earth and these Earths. They have changed many things. If you
look on the American Presidents of the past you will see the clothes they wear, the wigs on their
heads, the facial masks, the stockings they wear to hide their feet, the shoes they wear, the hats
they wear, and the gloves that some of them still wear up to today. This is how some of them
presents themselves in this Earth and caused many of us to dress in similar ways. Some of the
courts in Europe and Britain still wear some of these wigs, as they are the devels judges in these
high and lower courts.
As you are understanding the works of the devels, you are to know that in this Earth, and
nowhere can anyone be put in prison for any crimes, as the devels esist in our environment and
in all environments. No one can be blamed for the devels who put themselves into us, speak
from our mouths, use our bodies to do activities that only they can control. We cannot stop
ourselves or stop them, as they are under cover and hiding in many areas not visible to us, and
using the zoners, scanners, radar, sorcery, Bolas, computers, other technologies, and other forms
of wickenesses on us to destroy us and to cause many families and communities pain and torture.
These devels like to torture, terror, disrupt, and to cause massive killings and harm. They are the
Governments, the States, the Counties, head of the Country leeders, monarchs, bank leeders,
school leeders, and many commerce and business leeders, who influence everything in our
societies.
The Original Devels put their devel wickednesses into the Interlopeans and call themselves
Interlopeans as well in order for them to bring into many esistences their interest of
computerized man and woman and computerized mechanics.
The Interlopean Devels: As told to me by the Eventuca Lumbursome Esistence.
Eventuca Lumbursome Ment Esistence from the Interlopeans esistences said that they were built,
and they found that the titles of the Andreol (women) type were not equal to their own and
higher than their own. When they look at the woman titles, they had a grade and range from
which to upgrade and to grow into. Those at the top had only one title, and no growth, so they
thought it was not good for them not to have their own step to develop. They said that they
began to grumble and to grumble and made many disruptions as they wanted to be equal. The
ones in authority changed their titles after they made many major disruptions. However, the
changes were not major and the Eventuca Ment types did not accept the changes. Then they
asked why they did not get what they asked for, and they were told that they were new, and they
women were around a very long time and they cannot be over the women and they cannot be
equal to the women. The authority told them that the titles they have, was where they must be
for everything to be working. They continue to disrupt and to destroy the places. Those in
authority eventually put a clasp on their hand that says they are devel prisoners. They say the
continued to make many disruptions. They found ways to watch the builders do their work and
they found ways to go back to the past and to open their builder body to see what she was made
of. They found many information in the body of their builder that opens their eyes wider. Their
builders were made specially to only build them, and once they were done and were esisting in
the right format they are to expire and not to be around anymore, so their builders expired. They
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found many ways to reopen their builder and to take many information from out of her and they
used the resurrection process.
The Eventuca were expelled and they esisted on their own, so they found ways to bore the
ground and dig their way to above their esistence. They found other of their types above with
differences. On one occasion, they found the other esistence living outside the normal areas and
they asked why they were living like that, and they told them they were expelled because they
did not like that, they had no way of upgrading. Then the Eventucas realized that they had
similar problems. The Eventucas found out that the new ones also opened their Builder body
and searched her body to know why they were built with a lesser title and lesser authority than
the Andreols, and the new one also asked their builder to rebuild them to make them with the
range and the grade in their titles similar to the women. The Builder told them that that it cannot
be done, and it is bad for them to resurrect them after they had expired. After many discussions
with the ones who are in higher elevation than the Eventucas they realize that those new ones
were being changed and they become better looking than they had seen them at first, as they
began to laugh with them, and they were talking with them. The Eventucas also realize that they
too began to change, and they were looking better and better as they were also laughing and
talking with the new ones.
From talking to the others, the Eventucas realize that it was the ones on the higher elevation who
had come down to their lower elevation and did something to open them, and then they got into
them and gave them the knowledge that the women have different titles and range than they and
that something was wrong with it. They realized that they were possessed by the ones on the
higher elevation and it was their knowledge that destroyed them. It was those higher above them
who used them to open their Builder to see what she was made of and to gain knowledge from
their brain. Later on, the Eventucas also found that the ones above them in the elevation also
know about those who are higher than them in their elevation and the same problem esist and
hey were in touch with them as well. The ones who were higher above them had other titles and
were build a little different than they, had bigger brain than they. They also found that those
above also came down and got in those lower down in the elevation. So there were many
elevations of them who learn to get into the brain and the body of those lower down and used
them to do wicked things.
The Eventucas found ways to connect to other esistences and found that they were other similar
of their types in other outside esistences and they were built similar with different titles.
However, the women types were higher and with grade and steps in their titles different from the
Ment. They also found that in other esistences those Ment types went to see if they could get
their builders to make changes to their titles and authority, and they found that the builders left,
but they did not expire, as they should have done. They were many problems with the expiring
process, and then they found that builders were influencing other builders in how the Ment types
were build. The Ment types found out that the women brain was made different than the Ment
even to date, and the Ment types wanted their brain to be built like the women types.
The main problem was that the Ment (man) types was to use computers to make both man and
women and that was not allowed, so they modified the plan and built the esistences with them.
The Ment types were built to learn from the Andreol (women) types and to see how they build
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the Buildings, and they did not know this information. The Ment types were to learn and see
how the things inside the esistences were built from the ground up, and so that is why they were
never put in old esistences, they were always put into new esistences that are being built. Once
they saw the format of the esistence in how to make the air, the sun, moon, stars, elements,
water, fish oceans plants, trees, roads, transportations, shopping areas, schools, banks,
commerce, those that breathe, and so on, their brain will begin to expand, and their knowledge
begin to increase. When the time come for the Ment to be the main leeders, they already have
the knowledge of what it is to build the esistence. Then they will be put in charge of their own
new esistences and they have the Andreols information of how to do it. They can also make
changes to the women information, and they will get all the help and assistance they are to have.
The Ment types of Building esistences were not to be like their women types, and they were to
be much more advanced than the women types already in esistence. Therefore, the Ment are not
to have upgrading titles, as they were not to be in those esistence for that long. The higher
authorities could not tell them of what is to come. They were to learn and then transfer to their
own environments to use their developed knowledge. Their bodies were not to remain as they
were, they were to be adjusted while they were learning from the women, and they never got the
chance to be adjusted, as they made many interruptions about their titles and rank, and so the
Ment types never got off the ground. The Ment types were to be in their own formation and to
learn from different esistences, so there are many other stories that are similar. Many Ment at the
lower elevations wanted bigger brain like those Ment at the top.
However, those men and many others higher, higher, higher, higher, up have been destroying the
esistences and themselves, as they do not want to do what is right and they want to control based
on their own desires. They also do not understand how the process of Building is done. They do
not know how the women began and how they have changed many times to get the esistences to
what they were at that time. The Ment were not to begin from the bottom like the Andreols, they
were to start from an advance level and to bring their esistences into form. However, that never
happen, and many of them and others continue to destroy with the blind thinking and acting.
These Ment went on the wrong side. The main problems occurred at the top of the Ment types.
They compared the women to them, and they were fixed on using computers to do the breathing
and movements of the body function. The women leaders had their original titles and they made
many other titles that they use. The men saw these titles and did not know the format, so they
demanded to be like the women types. They were the ones to build their own titles when they
transfer to their own design of esistence. However, they were not to know things to come until
their brain and minds were fully developed to take on new information, as they were to be
developed in the esistences from stage to stage.
The Ment types were not in all esistences. They were in new esistences that had a different plan
than others already esisted both for the women and the men. The Ment types were to get the
main switch over when the time come, but that never happened. All our words that have Ment at
the end in this Natural Earth, are words that these Ment types who are living in this Earth
changed over the number of years, and they changed my words, so their presence is in the words
and esistence of this Earth. Some of the words are: filament, management, enjoyment,
enrichment, commandment, fulfillment, attachment, banishment, employment, enactment,
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document, enticement and much more. The Ment types did not want to hear that their minds and
thinking are wrong. They would destroy anyone or anything that say they were fools.
The top leeders of these Ment types are locally called Pick Atone Ment, as they want things to be
their way and under their control. The Ment types did have a Penis which is called a Nipple that
can stick out and can retract in the middle of their stomach. The men can reach fulfillment by
tickling around their nipple and massaging the nipple. The women types have a hole in their
belly. They use their fingers to titillate the inner parts of the hole and they did not use the Ment
nipple in their hole. Both the Andreol and the Ment did not have any tail and they both have the
vagina that they pass their feces through in the bottom area. The Andreol and the Ment can esist
separate from each other, as they are made like that. There are quite a number of these similar
esperiences in many different esistences. Since then, the entire plan and esistences should have
been changed but the wickednesses continued and preventing the many developments in all areas
of esistence. This Ment esistence was not in my areas, however they affected me and everyone
over time. All the plans of the esistence have to be redone in a different way. The Interlopean is
also called Interlope.
Some of the titles are as follows:
Andreol
Ment
Comptadora
Coptadoro
Compthrall
Comptroll
Compthrollar
Comptroller
Comptrollarara
Comptrollororo
Comptar
Comptord
Comptarda
Comptordo
Comptardara
Comptordoro
Comptardarara
Comptordororo
The Ment are the one, who is in the one, who is in the one, who is in the one, who is in the one,
who is in the one. They go into each other and twine themselves up with others who are not of
them. They have a long line of others of them and many different other ones twined up in each
other and reduced to small grains. No matter how you kill them, they resurface in about the same
number and you cannot kill them, as they are always into each other and doing many wicked
things to everyone even themselves. They have learned how to recreate themselves, how to
resurrect each other, how to regenerate each other, how to regerminate each other, how to
populate and repopulate themselves, how to multiply each other and how to copy each other.
After a long time, the Ment types forced the Andreols to join them. Some of the Andreols say
that the Ment types are not to have their same titles or brain, but they should have other steps in
their titles as that was the Ment main problem. The Ment types formed the Military and used the
military to tear down esistences so those Ment types can leed. The military built the Parabola
that is made from ink condense scent otherwise called incondescent. The incandescent is like a
giganaminous umbrella that covers a wide area, and it floats above your head without notice as it
is often looking like white cloud, or of daylight transparent color, or midnight transparent color,
etc. so that it is not visible unless you have your right eye sights in your body to see, and the
Bows/rainbow with the all the colors and in the right and proper format in the elements. The
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Parabola is used as power over your head to control you. It has many sorcery powers into it to
control and it often has live persons, peoples and many chreations in the inside stolen by the
Ment and placed inside it as a main source of power, electricity, and energy. The chreations
have power built in them, and the many lives have their own body power in them as a source of
electricity and energy. There is also the Ubola that is larger than the parabola. They also built
many other types and sizes of the Bolas, as they can be folded up and carry in the pocket or
reduced to miniscule grains until they are needed to be used.
The Bolas are used today over our heads to control our thinking and for us not to question our
esistence and also not to question the knowledge of the Man God and the holy books like the
Bible. The Bolas are used today to control our activities and our thinking in how we react to
each other, how we do activities, and how we form our thinking patterns. The military use the
Bolas to control us to do wicked things, and we cannot see the military, as they are covered over
by the incondescent coverings. The military are some of the greatest marksmen. They train how
to use their weapons and how to disrupt and destroy. They know how to shoot and to kill and
they do these wicked things as part of their military work without any feeling, as they are the
devel themselves.
The Intermittent devels taught the Interlopeans to build an older woman types called Ande and
the man types are called Men. Both woman and man types have the vagina in the bottom, and
they use the vagina to pass their feces from. They do not shit, as shit is for the chreation areas.
The Men have a hole in the bottom area that they use for having sex. They call it the Men hole.
Men can have sex with each other in the bottom area and that is normal for them. The Men and
the Ande have long tails and they use the tail to protect each other bottom hole from others who
will want to get into their bottom areas without their knowledge. Some of their tail have a bushy
end with lots of hair at the end to cover over the Men hole in the bottom. The Men use their
fingers to have sex in each other’s bottom hole. After they became the devels, their fingers could
not use to have sex in the bottom area anymore as they are not to enjoy anything. Their fingers
grew a type of prick on it, so it can never be used. Then the men began to use their tail in each
other Men hole, and some cut off the bushy hair around the end, so they could use their long tail
to titillate each men hole instead of using their fingers. The Interlopeans have six fingers and
seven toes on their body.
There have been many different problems with these esistences of the Intermittent and
Interlopean for a long time. One of these problems is that the Men do not want to listen to the
women type although the woman are their Makers or Builders. So, the women reduced many
things in their bodies when they are building them, so they will have less problems with them.
That caused many physical problems with the Men. One of these problems is that the men has
one of their foot shorter than the other. This caused the Men to walk hippity hoppity. Some of
these Men types are in this Natural Earth and they do walk with a limp, and it noticeable that one
of their foot is shorter than the other.
Another problem is that the Ande/women types reduce the “HIT” in the men so they cannot get
much satisfaction from the nipple/penis or from the men hole. The men go in search of this HIT
from everybody trying to remove it from others not of their esistence, to see if it could be put in
them so they can get the satisfaction. The HIT cannot be removed from a person to transfer to
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the Men or Ment and cannot be removed or transferred from person to person. These Interlope
devels destroy our female and male body areas where we can esperience the HIT. They widen
our woman’s pussy hole, and they limp the man’s cocky, and they cut out the woman’s clitoris,
so we are mutilated and cannot enjoy love mating. Many African and Middle Eastern cultures in
this Natural Earth suffer from these mutilation and separation of the gender because they are
under the influence of these Men types. Many Islam cultures forbid women and men from being
in the same place at the same time. The women stay at home while the men work. They have
many schools that are only for men and only for women, as there is no unisex development, and
this is very bad for this Earth. I did not Chreate this Earth to esist with these devel process.
Today, all of the Interlopeans woman and man have the right amount of HIT in their bodies.
In our Areas, above the Complacencies and Contemplacencies are Axioms and Axiums. The
Axiums are gigananimous and built with many intricacies and complexities in them.
The Chreations outside the Earths are built with many heights and many elevations of leadership
in them. On the highest peak called the Zenith in some chreations, is a Chreator and others. One
of the other types in the Zenith is the Anachondas. They are women leaders Chreated with their
Ban mates. The Anachondas gumbus/job is to check to see that the Leaders on the lower levels
are doing everything in the right and proper format. The devels came in and overpowered them
and took the Anachondas and the others and control them to do what the devels want, and the
chreations became corrupted with the devels. Chreating Anachondas one of the changes that
had to be built in the Chreations to ensure that the devels are not in the chreation possessing the
leaders and preventing them from doing their jobs.
Outside of these Earths, the Chreations are made with different materials and many differences
on the inside. The lives inside each Chreation is formed with different rules and different skin
format. Every chreation is different, and the difference is one of the ways to protect against the
devels and to use different chreation format. Every chreation is to esist separate from others and
no mixing of chreations are allowed. However, the devels cut up many chreations and mix them
together. The devels cut off many life progressions and chreated many confusions, so many
lives do not know who they are, who are the chreator above them, and the differences between
them and others around them.
In my Chreations format there is the Worlds that are round and the largest, then there is Whirls
that are a bit smaller, next is the Whirlingers that are the smallest of the round balls, and then
there is the Tumultous that look like a tube or an oblong looking shape. A Chreation can have
many Spears built inside them and inside the Spears are whirls and whirlingers.
This Earth was originally built with many Whirls, Whirlingers, and Tumultuous inside it. When
the devels stole the Earth, they took out many of the Whirls, Whirlingers, and Tumultuous.
However, this Earth has some of the whirls, Whirlingers, and tumultuous when I lived in this
Earth before it was removed and tied up above. There were a few still left inside this Earth on
different elevations. The devels dig up the Earth and removed them from inside this Chreations
and use them in their bodies as a source of power and electricity. These devels are your
Governors, Presidents, and other forms of leadership.
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All the Areas identified below including the Axioms and Axiums are all now combined with this
Earth and is now come together. These are some of the things that I should have done at the
moment I was born, as planned, but the devels stopped this process by removing many things
from my body before I was born so they could control and destroy everyone continuously. To
make the situation worse, on December 25, 2016 when I was first Choronated on the return of
the Christ Day (Christmas Day). While I was returning from my trip to another country on
January 1, 2017, about seven days after, I was abducted from the Miami International Airport
because of a plan by many devel government and devel country leeders to remove everything
from me, to prevent me from doing my job that they initiated in January 2013, when Barak
Obama and many others opened my body, tore me out of myself, and removed many things from
inside me. They then made me aware of who the devels are from that time to today. They did
remove everything from me during the four-day abduction, and that created many stumbling
blocks and caused me much pain, terror, and torture at the highest degree. Some of the
Esistences are formed in a particular pattern as identified below:
Contingency and the Contingencies
Contentengency and the Contentengencies
Contentplacency and the Contentplacencies
Complacency and the Complacencies
Contemplacency and the Contemplacencies
Estengency and the Estengencies
Estengentiency and the Estengentiencies
The Three Interlock Esistences that were built for the Ment types to learn from the Andreols are
the Interconsistency, Intercontingency and the Intercontagency
Interambresia, Interambrezia, and the Interambrosia
Interlacican, Interlesican, and Interlexican
Interlasican, Interlosican, and Interlusican
Intermalacican, Intermelasican, and Intermelusican
Intermaldesican, Intermeldusican, and Intermeldesican
There was also an extension put up in the outer, outer, extra outside areas for those who went in
the extra spaces to live away from the others and the extension is called the:
Meltasican, Meltusican, and the Melusican
The Three Interlock areas interlock each other, and they use computer to assist them in the
interlocking from the North to the Central to the South, and the Comptador does the monitoring
of them. These Interlocking esistences Ment wanted to be equal to the women and also to be
higher in rank and titles than the women types. They have a higher knowledge of computer
technology than most who began in other esistence, and they abuse the computer methods and
format, so they can use the computer to destroy and to dig down into our brain and skin. they
possess us with themselves reduced to small grains inside our skin and inside our inner bodies
after they dig through our bodies with computer and radar.
The devel wickednesses continued in the esistences and in some areas, the Labor was in charge
of organizing the building of the new developments. They could not get any positive actions
from the Devel Destroyers, so a Consortium was formed to help all the interested parties to come
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to a decision on how to proceed since so many years have passed and there was no feasible
solution to the mass wickedeness problems that was affecting everyone.
The new consortium formed included Abaca, one of the Original Women Chreator. The Ment
presented a new buildup plan. The consortium said that the Ment Buildup can be made with
many changes to the format as it was not good to use. The destroyers said no, as they wanted
more control over the Ment buildup. Some of the main problems were that the Ment buildup has
a Virus tube that can transmit virus from one person to another with the control of the destroyers,
and so it was not a good plan to use in the Ment buildup. Another of the problem was there was
a Tubular that is placed in the veins of each person, and it is connected to computers that the
Ment can control, so the Ment plan was not accepted. The Consortium presented modifications
to their plan and said that the man design can be built with the changes that the consortium
agreed upon. The Ment said no to the changes. After a long while the Ment decided to accept
the plan.
When the Eventuca and others heard about the virus tube and the tubular they began to check to
see if they had it in their bodies. They found the Tubular in their bodies and that was one of the
ways that the destroyers used to control their activities and their emotions and used them to
destroy themselves and others. The plan could not get off the base to where it is to be of value to
the destroyers, so it could not be used. The destroyers began to heighten their destruction of the
esistences, and they connected to the 25 levels of esistences that the women built, and they began
to use the computer to control them and to use them to do wickednesses everywhere. Then the
women side decided to erase the destroyers little by little. They began to erase them, and after a
while the destroyers found out that they were being erased, and they found a way to regenerate
themselves, to repopulate themselves, and to distribute themselves. Then the destroyers came
down and began to teach the others who were chreated by the women to regenerate, repopulate
and to distribute themselves.
The consortium is used for making decisions that others cannot make, they have to go through
the plans very minutely to see the problems, the solutions, and to eliminate what is wrong and to
keep what is right. However, those opposing the plans, could be part of the Consortium, and
they will continue to block the plans, as that is their main goal. Their objective is never to
approve the plan no matter what good it would become. So, the Consortiums was stopped and a
Desortium was made to replace it. The Desortium say what should not be in your plan and say
no to those things that are wrong. If the plans are right, they will identify what needs
adjustments and what to avort which means to avoid or separate from. The De-sortium
eliminates the devels so the format is smoother.
As I am writing this document, the devels are around me and far away tearing and burning up my
breasts, ears, throat, and body with the vector and many other wicked devises. Sometimes I
cough uncontrollable, because they prick my throat, and pour pins and needles through my ears
to my throat. They have also torn out the middle of my hair and put many bald patches in my
head.
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A Talk
One of the devels came into my presence and I asked him what he wanted. He told me that he is
one of those who are destroying my chreations. I asked him if he can build and he said yes. I
asked him what he can build, and he said man and women. I asked him what is the problem
then? He said that they won’t allow them to build and so they destroy. I asked him why they do
not want him to build and he said because they can build the skin types, and they can only build
the man and women to do things only by using computers inside them. Then I asked why they
do not want to use those types of computer building. He said that they say it is not safe and it
can be dangerous. Then I said so can the man and woman you can build have children, and he
said no. then I asked him how will they generate new ones without being able to have children?
He said that they will make more and more of them and then they will live out their lives and
then expire. I asked him how will they live not able to have children when others can have
children? He said they will not know that others esist, so they will not know anything about
having children and that will not be a problem.
I spoke with another of these Ment Builder for the person buildings and asked him if he had ever
looked to see if anyone else is above them. He said yes that they found others above them.
There was a mind wiper wiping away my questions, and then the Builder looked and identified
that there was a mind wiper who was one of those on another Consortium they had formed a
very, very long time after the first one that I had been in, and this Consortium decided to blocked
the Builders and that they are never to Build ever again. I asked him if this mind wiper is above
them in rank and he said yes. I asked if the mind wipers know more computer technology than
they did, and he said yes, they do.
My Chreation Areas
The Chreations Areas were not part of the Esistences of the Interlopean Devels. Our esistence is
so far away from them. However, they learned how to travel from areas to areas and from
esistence to esistence without others knowing they are there. They destroyed all esistences and
they came into my esistence after a long time.
The Chreators had to find ways to protect their chreations, and so they could not use their
original methods of rechreating themsleves. They had to generate from their generations which
can take a long time if the devels are in the esistence. This means that they come through their
genes from their grandparents up the line until they are generated or born. They devel found
ways to get into their regeneration and the devels were able to make changes to the skin, the
features, the hair, the body, mind, the brain and other areas. The destroyers found ways to get
into the chreations area to use the regeneration. The destroyers also found ways to change the
transcending format and so the many chreations were not able to transcend from one elevation to
another when they get to the age of transcending, and not a dying process. Then the chreators
began to build down in the esistences, as many things have changed.
The devels came into my esistence and my area that I have moved to, as the esistence has to be
in new areas, so we do not get corrupted with the devel tricks and the devel presence. The devels
came into my area and found ways to remove me without my knowledge, and to put me in
another area far from my normal environment. Others found that I was not there, and they began
to look for me. When I realize that I was moved and tried to connect to the others, they spin the
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esistence around so that I could not find any road to the others. Then when the others came to
get me, the devel chopped me out of myself and took off with my inner self. So, one part of me
was left with a big gap and the other part was in the hands of the devels. I eventually found ways
to get away from the devels and began my new esistence far away from my outside self. This
type of devel destruction to us happen to many esistences.
I then began to make chreations to put the many esistences that were displaced by the devels.
Then the devels continue their terror everywhere. The devels found a way to chop down the
chreations. They chopped from the top and caused many esistences to topple over each other
and to cause major disruptions to the entire esistences, and to cut off many routes and to cut of
many chreations from each other. This massive destruction continues from century to century
and centurymenias to centurymenias, as the devels raged. This caused many ataclapses, many
elipses as the Kaleidascope was torn down.
During the time of building the chreations to settle those wandering around and who were
displaced, I changed my name and personality from Abaca to Abra Cadabra. I later changed my
name to Paulett Angella Hemmings. I took one of my chreations and began to undo the
chreations of life backwards, so I can get to the Natural Natural base. I therefore had to build
many chreations, as I undo their lives backwards and go from level to level to transfer the
different lives inside each person until I get back to the original. I continue this format until I get
to the Paulett Angella Hemmings Jah Chreator Natural Earth Queendum Chreations 16th
Thrilliant degreeseszzzz which is the base. While I am moving backward, I am also collecting
the many chreations from other esistences and putting them into protection and preserving them.
The devel found ways to come into my Queensdum chreations, used the zoner and the
microscopic lenses to find me, and cut out a large estensive part of my chreation where I was
located and cut that part out. They tortured me, and they destroyed me for many years, then I
was killed, and I regenerated myself.
I took my chreation and rechreated it into the Paulett Angella Hemmings Jah Chreator Natural
Earth Kingdum 16th Thrilliant Degreeseszzzz. This is the Natural Earth Kingdum that we now
live in, and there are 16 Thrilliant different lives in this Earth. We are from many different
esistences including my own. This Earth has many folds and many layers on the inside with
many of the esistences. This Earth has many different types on the sides that are not shown on
our map. This Earth esistence is much bigger than you believe. The round ball is not drawn to
the right scale, and many areas have other lives in it that have no road to get to our areas.
Since the devel killed me again outside the Natural Earth Kingdum regions while I was traveling
back and forth to other chreations I have outside this Earth. I found ways to get back outside and
to build many chreations to put the many displaced lives and other esistences that the devel
upstur while I was being killed from time to time and tortured from time to time. I am the only
one who has been able to find many ways to remove the devel successfully, and so I am in
charge of many esistences. Over the period of time, I have developed many ways to do many
formats differently. I continued to help others and also to get back to the Natural Natural Earth
base. I did get back to this Natural Natural Earth through my generations and was born. When I
was three years old the devels killed me, and I must return to the Natural Earth from regeneration
or through my generations, so the Christ Must Come Back called (Christmas).
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When I chreate this Natural Earth chreations, I put in different types of lives in some of your
bodies. The inner selves are made of different colour skin types. In one elevation of the
generation, some can have the skin color of Black, while in other elevations they can regenerate
as Indian, Oriental, Caucasian, Blue skinned, Red skin, Green skin, Purple skin and other
colours. The hair types for Blacks is not the rough ones present today. The hair types is first tall
in length, then thick and wavy, or thick and curly, thick and straight and so on. The devels have
found ways to destroy the Black hair types by injecting pig enzymes into the hair root and make
changes to the length and the texture and the hair types. The devels also found ways to change
the skin types, making many rough looking and dry and they changed the features and made
them look haggard and with abnormal features that I did not chreate them to have.
These devels use my children and my chreations identity and other esistence identity to be their
own. They call themselves Man when they are not Man. They steal from many and take
possession of what is not their own. The devels take over my chreations, my children and turn
them into devels like themselves. They take them into this Earth and use them like devels. They
put them into plastics, rubber and other forms of materials so they can work and esist like the
devels. The devels say they are your chreator, maker, and use many titles that are not their own,
and you do not know because they make you not know with the use of Sorcery, Bolas, the hands
over your heads and other things of wickednesses control.
Up to today, there are others who became devels, as they refuse to learn the history of the devels
and so the devels take them over. Some of the older leaders are responsible for their own actions,
as they did not help others to know the devel history, and where they are from, which caused
more to be devel possessed and for the devels to override them. Some of the older ones did not
help to protect the others or tell them how they are to be protected and what lies above them.
Many Interloop Protectors who are women were chreated to kill the Intermittent and
Interlopeans. They did kill and removed many of them for a long time. As usual, these devels
got into them and found out how they are chreated and then removed many things from their
bodies that are used to kill the Ment. The Interlopeans then take these Interloop women and tell
them they are both the same, and also tell the Interloop women they are their wives. The
Interlopeans deceived the Interloop, as they are not in their right minds and thinking, as the
devels altered them, and then they used the Interloop Protectors as devels in many esistences.
It is for me to know these devels, as they take over my Earth an esist here. I must know and
work with these devels and, so I have done so through my life esperienes here in this Natural
natural Earth since my very first job up to my last one. Some of these Devels are the insect and
animal forms. I will identify some of them:
Some of the Main Devels Active Today
The worse of these Intermittent devels is Mark Hatfield of TSA, Homeland Security, Miami
International Airport, Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. He is wanted for many mass
killings and many destructions in many Chreations and esistences outside of this Earth and inside
many of the inner parts of this Earth elevations and levels. Mark Hatfield and the Federal
Government as one unit, is one of the many responsible the World Trade Center bombings of
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September 11, 2001 and before. Mark Hatfield right and legal name outside this Earth is:
Marcus Moses Garvey. He calls himself as well Marcus Mosiah Garvey, He likes transportation,
as he was in the Black Star Line shipping business during the reign of terror of Marcus Garvey. I
asked Marcus Garvey of Jamaica if he is a plastic man, and he said yes. He is held as a hero in
Jamaica, as they do not know the history of those who are Heroes as the present population have
not lived as long as those reported days of heroism. The stories we know did not happen as they
are told.

Marcus Mosiah Garvey

Martin Luther King Jr.

With adjustments to the face, color, and body, they are the same person.
Marcus Garvey walks with a walking stick called a Cane. He limps, as one of his leg is shorter
than the other and he is a hippity hoppity. Marcus Garvey is not a tall man he is more on the
short side. Marcus Garvey was responsible for using my ships that no one is to use, and he
removed them from the other Chreations and areas they are not to have access. He took my
ships and used them to remove my children from Jamaica West Indies and the Central Jamaica
continents to many different parts of this Earth and sold my children as slaves. Then we are told
of his heroism, and they make us believe them, and we hold him and many others as heroes that
they are not. Anyone who use Marcus Garvey name and his leedership can be held responsible
for his actions. Many leeders know this, and so it cannot be identified in America as a supporter
of Marcus Garvey, as it is a major problem for them. Marcus Garvey changed his name and
features often and do not go by that name.
Marcus Garvey is also Martin Luther King Junior, the civil rights leeder, activist, and Pastor. As
you can see the Devels and the church is intertwined, as the devels took over the churches and all
of my properties and make them the devels place of usage and hiding. I have worked with Mark
Hatfield in my first and my last job and he is a silent killer in America as I do know and
esperience it. Mark Hatfield is also known as Marcus Carney, Mr. Jones, and many different
first name coined with Carney and Jones. He is the Jim Jones who was the cult leeder of the
Peoples Temple Church, who leed more than about 900 followers in a mass suicide death and
also with the use of the reported cyanide-laced punch known as the Jones Town Massacre in
Guyana, Central Jamaica Continent known as Guyana West Indies on November 18, 1978. It is
reported that Jim Jones was a charismatic churchman. In 1955 he established the Wings of
Deliverance, a Pentecostal church that eventually became known as the Peoples Temple. During
this time, Jones was noted for his work with the homeless, and in the early 1960s he served as
director of Indianapolis’s Human Rights Commission. Jim Jones, adopted the name “the
Prophet,” and became obsessed with the exercise of power. He began to face various allegations,
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and most importantly, he was accused of illegally diverting the income of cult members to his
own use.

Portrait of American religious leader Jim Jones, the founder of the People's Temple, and his
wife, Marceline Jones, seated in front of their adopted children and next to his sister-in-law
(right) with her three children. (California, 1976). Photo by Don Hogan Charles/New York
Times Co./Getty Image
Jim Jones and hundreds of his followers emigrated to Guyana, West Indies, and set up an
agricultural community called Jonestown in 1977. Jones became like a dictator and confiscated
passports and millions of dollars from his followers, and manipulated his followers with threats
of blackmail, beatings, and probable death. He also staged bizarre rehearsals for a ritual mass
suicide. On November 18 he commanded his followers to drink cyanide-adulterated punch, an
order that the vast majority of them passively and inexplicably obeyed. Jones himself died of a
possible self-inflicted gunshot wound in the head. Guyanese troops reached Jonestown the next
day, and the death toll of cultists was eventually placed at 913, including 276 children.

Bodies of members of the Peoples Temple who died after their leader Jim Jones ordered them to
drink a cyanide-laced beverage. The metal wash pan contained the poison that they drank. Frank
Johnston—AP/Wide World Photos
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Dead bodies litter the ground after a mass suicide of the People's Temple cult followers.
Bettmann / Contributor / Getty Images
It is reported that Jim Jones compared his beliefs and activities to the likes of Vladimir Lenin of
Russia and Jesus Christ, the Barak Obama of unknown history. Mark Hatfield, Jim Jones,
Marcus Garvey, Bill DeBlasio, and his other names can be of any color, any size, shape, and
height. He can be Black or soft pink or brown or a mixture of brown and soft pink in color, and
he can also be Indian looking and short, tall, stocky sometimes thin looking. The most you will
see him looking is a thick tough, hog head looking man with very round toe shoes. He likes to
be tall and he can seem intelligent as he has many of our lives in him and he uses dead PhDs
thinking and speech boxes to make himself seen as intellectual and charismatic to draw interest.
Whenever he is thin looking, he gives his wife or one of his other forms the many chreations he
uses inside of him as power and energy. Mark Hatfield and his wife transfer between thickness
as he can appear thicker some days and thinner some days. They have many of the Inerlopeans
esistences in them and many chreations and other esistences they have stolen.
The current Mark Hatfield does not walk with a limp, as he uses the stilt to lengthen his short
foot. Mark Hatfield/Marcus Garvey/Bill DeBlasio wife is also Loraine Garvey, Charlot Maure,
L Griffin, Chirlane McCray, and other names she has used. Charlott Maure, I know of the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey. Charlott Maure is tall and has a heavy built like Mark
Hatfield is today. In 1993, when New York World Trade Center esperienced the first bombing,
Charlott Maure was the manager and head of the Manager’s office, and she was in charge of the
mail room which was located at the bottom of World Trade Center number one. That mail room
and some employees got injured during that garage bombing on February 26, 1993. I AM one of
the survivors of that bombing, inside my own property, working with the Devels, and working
for my own organization that I must work while I am learning what is happening to my Earth,
my children and my properties.
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World Trade Center bombings on September 11, 2001

World Trade Center first bombing on February 26, 1993
I also worked with Laura Griffin at TSA, Loraine Garvey at the Services Commissions, and Mr.
Jones also was an employee at the Services Commissions, as both wife and husband like to work
together to gain knowledge and control in the same vicinity. Mark Hatfield is a dangerous man
and he is a danger at Miami International Airport and all forms of transportation where Hatfield
is head of Security and the Police, where I was abducted from and tortured, raped, and killed
many times from January 1 to January 4, 2017. It is best to describe my esperience an abduction
because I was missing for four days. No one in my family or friends know where I was, and I
didn’t know where I was up to this day, and I also do not have the address.
Next of these Devels is DL Wright/David Lee Wright of DHS/TSA. DL Wright is also one of
the devels who work as Adolph Hitler. He wears a mustache like Adolph Hitler, and he looks
like Hitler, but taller. If you look at the names DeBlasio means fire blazing. Hatfield means hot
ground and field and fire blazing, and Hitler means hitting and destruction. DL wright is never
to act in the role of a top leader, as he is short tempered and has the many devel enzymes in him
from the Hitler era and other eras of wickednesses. DL Wright also works at the Airport in
Transportation and a danger to air flights and all forms of transportation and lives. DL is
overlaid plastics with natural and real skin mixed together to appear normal. DL’s correct name
is Albinar Abdunga. DL also goes by the name, Lloyd Martin, George Martin and other first
name to use with the Martin last name.
Next is Pampedor Asilium Vernacle, and I do not remember his work name. I worked for the
Department of Cultural Affairs, and he was a computer Information Technology consultant and
he wears the Black skin tone. He works as a consultant for a good number of months while I
was employed there. After he left, another Computer Information Technology consultant with
the last name as Abdecar was hired, and he also worked for a good number of months there as
well while I was there. Abdecar right name is Abdecan. Abdecan is another of the devel Ment
from the Interlopean esistence.
Next is Plumerio Ambresio who call himself Rex. He is also one of the God the Fathers. He
uses the last name Bulwark, Bullock, Bluddy Mary, Blue Berry, and others. He is Donald
Trump who also call himself Gurner and other names.
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Some of the animals, birds and insects associated with some of these devels are:
Mark Hatfield is the devel Falcon bird
David Wright is the Crow/John Crow/Vulture at times
George Pataki a former New York Governor is the Awk/Hawk bird
Stanley Breznoff is one of the fly insects
Illumanatics
The devels are also called Illuminatics as they are advance in using illuminations. They
transform illuminations into the natural for it to become real and to creates many problems,
destructions and wickednesses. The moving pictures environments are filled with illuminatics
devels who destroy my chreations with illumination and devel worshiping. The moving pictures
is the main devel process in recreating wickednesses in our lives and in this Earth. The air, the
elements, the ground, and underground have been destroyed by the devel military and
governments, and so our environ lacks protection. The devel government, the moving pictures,
and the military destroy our children and our lives easily, as our environ is not protected. They
do not want us to be protected, as they want to further devel wickednesses in these Earth and
outside in the chreations and the other esistence areas. The moving pictures recreates
wickednesses from their script, from illumination, and from using many reformation tools they
stole and control from the military tearing down chreations. They use these wicked powers to
recreate wickednesses and use many of these devels in recreating wickednesses outside these
Earths, many time and times over and over again.
All the devels I have been talking about and many others, play many protagonist hero roles in
movie makings. They like to be the masters of the moving pictures. They use the moving
pictures knowledge and tools to bring many wicked things into the natural and the real
esistences. The movie uses the satellite as well as the TV, radio and newspapers in producing
wickednesses you cannot imagine. The government uses the satellite that the devels control and
advance for devel work. The government use the satellite to dig into our bodies and our brain and
they use the Microsoft technology to assist in destroying our bodies and our brain. The satellite
from outer space and from inside are used to know every part of our bodies, and they can use it
to destroy many of us, and they have been doing so. The doctors call our ailments other names
and they refuse to tell us the truth as many of them are devel doctors.

How the East met the West
It is the devels from the Interlopean esistence with the Intermittent in them who came into my
East Side Chreations and stole my children who have the Cocky/Penis that I make for fucking
purpose. These devels took my male children and put them on the West side where they were not
to go. They then spin around the west side and upstur the west esistence and caused many to be
disoriented, discombobulated, and many never know where they were and how they got to that
side or that esistence. Many of my male children drifted away as the devels cut them out and take
them to other esistences. When they are seen in other esistences, those in the areas are curious to
know who they are, and they went into their bodies and brain to find out about their genetics.
These Interlopean began to remake my children in the best materials to suit them. The
Interlopean do not know the use of my Cocky male ones. The Interlopean went into their brain,
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possess them and then used them to say they want to be a leeder and led them to take over areas
as leeders.
It is because of these situations that Sanda Marina, the Intermittent/Interlopean Devel who came
to know about their esistence, as she goes into their brain and body to search. Every man, penis
one is to wear a “Marina” undershirt under their shirt to protect them against the Sanda Marina
devel. The Marina undershirt has protection in it especially for the male types. The marina has a
ribbed stretchable material that is not elastic. The marina is not to be white, green or cream
color. It should be black, red blue, etc. There is also a marina type brief underwear to protect
the cocky and the batty from Sanda Marina as well. Women can wear the Marina undershirt as
well for protection.

Marina ribbed undershirt

square cut Marina

brief underwear

The Redeemer of the Ecclessical Esistence
One of the esistences during the Ment terror outside these Earths and far, far, far, far away, is the
Redemption in the Ecclessical esistence. The devel changed the name Ecclessical and call them
Ecclesiastic, and Excelsior. The highest leader is the Redeemer, and she is head over the
Redemption. The Devel came in and took hold of one of her Redemptor leaders and injected
their poison in the leaders. The devel then used the Redemptor and many lower level leaders to
overthrow the Redeemer from her position. These were all planned attacks and carried out over
a number of years. The Redemptor did not know of the devel infiltration. The Redeemer did not
know of the devel invasion of her area, as the devel has many ways to cut off communication
and many sensors. The devels used the Redemptor and others to storm her and attacked her, then
capsized her. She fell down from her height of authority and fell down to other levels inside her
redemption. Those on the lower elevations recognized her to be one of the other leaders, but
they didn’t know that she was the highest of their leaders.
The devels took over her Redemption and used the Redeemer’s children and the Redemption as a
main hideout for these computer devels. The devels also found ways to cut out the Redeemer
and other leaders from themselves. They are used in this Natural Natural Earth to make
decisions and to do devel work. The Redeemer is in this Earth working in the Governments, the
Department of State and other government jobs all over these Earths. The Redeemer and many
of her other ones is a devel terror who is not in control of her activities, as she is completely
controlled by the devel computers and devel accessories. Of the Devels, there is a main one and
many other followers in all capacity of the devel activities.
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The Ecclesiastic has a buildup name the Demsey. The Demsey have an area name the Heaven.
The Intermittent devels cut out the Heaven and distributed the heavens in many outside areas and
then connect the Heavens to many esistences so they can use many things in the heavens to
override other esistences and to corrupt them. The Heaven did not esist the Devels. However,
the devels stole the Heavens and took it to become their own. The Heaven occupants become
disturbed, disrupted, and they became either animals or insect because of the devel possession of
them.
The Devel took possession of many esistences like the Series, the Interloop, the Zees, the
Gurners and many others. Therefore, many esistences are known to be the devel when they are
not the original devels, and they had the original devels inside them for a very long time. Many
of these esistences learn to live inside of each other from the training of the Intermittent devels.
Those who were forced to become devels are the ones inside the ones, inside the ones, inside the
ones, inside the ones.
The Military and Army
The Military and the Army are also the destroyers of these Earths and many chreations and
esistences outside these Earths. “The Army is the Long and Strong Arms of the Law”. The
Army is the ones who use the ARM and the fingers to steal in many areas of our lives (they arm
me). Other parts of the military have smaller arms, but the Army that is their main focus. They
can move things quicker than others. They can destroy with the touch of the fingers. They use
the fingers to steal, cause accidents, and to tear down many things, places, and our bodies. Just
like how you can use your fingers to expand or to make pictures on your telephone looks smaller,
the army can use their fingers to draw together many vehicles and to cause accidents less than a
twinkling of the eyes. They have very long arms, very strong arms, and mini micro arms and
hands that can be hidden without anyone noticing the esistence and then they take it out and
extend it. It has power inside of it to pump it up, so it remains strong with many muscles inside
to do many disasters.
The Army’s arm has many cranks or many joints that can be folded down and can be extend to
lengths outside of our imagination. The military and the army can esist in midair, and they even
have blown up homes, ships, boats, airplanes, they can use to esist in mid-air. When anyone
joins any form of the military, they are cut out with the vector to be used in many areas outside
these Earths as your innerselves is for different elevations of life. The military devels have
found many ways to use your inner selves in other areas, so they can do wickednesses, and use
you to be the power behind the plastic and rubber ones.
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The ARMY hand that destroys and steals
This Army hand can be silver looking and any color they choose to use. They can also make the
arm shape differently as well.
If you can remember, it is the military that had the world-wide web called the internet for their
own use for a very long time before we were introduced to the internet. It is reported that the
Military cleaned up one of the internet connections and gave it to us empty, so we can use it, and
then they have a more advance one that we do not have access to. Us having the interconnection
is one of the many things that must be in place if the devels decide to make changes, so that
when I was born, that everything did not come together. We are to have the interconnection and
our computers to give us our historic information and for us to know who we are. The devels
cannot decide to make changes and then they do not carry out what they must do. This can
never, never, never, never happen. Many of our information that we should have on daily
activities around the Earth and inside every country and community, is on the internet an
interconnection that the military took from us and have been using.

US Military in Action
Outside these Earths are Kingdums I have Chreated. This Earth is not a Planet and the other
Esistences they call Mars, Pluto, Venus, Saturn, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranium, Neptune and
others are not Planets. They are Kingdums, and they are both Natural, Real, and other Forms
similar to this Earth. The Military, Army and other types of them including the Air Force they
go into these esitences that I have chreated to do many experiments and to terror and torch them.
They use these arms and many entrapments and other apparatus they specialize in, to connect to
the Kingdums and to go where they are not to go. They have a nit string computerized accessory
that they use to connect to anything and it is estremely difficult to get away from them, as they
nit or latch on to you or to anything, and they keep a string of the connection that they continue
to connect to you. They use this apparatus on you and used your body to do wicked things you
are not in control of. The police then arrest you and say that you are the cause of disruption and
chaos when you do not know that the police and the military are working together, so they have
work to do and have a need for them to esist. These are a few of the military secret activities and
their secret work that you honor them for. The military and the Army use the nit string or nit
connect on you to cause conflict, to have heated arguments, and to build antagonism, terror, and
fights. They use these things to create a need for wars in other territories and then they say they
are going in the territories to protect and to prevent wars.
In this and these Earths we use the word Format as a mode of what is right and proper.
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Standard Procedure
There is no Standard Procedure, or Standard Operation Procedure for Police, Transportation
Security Administration (TSA), Governments, Department of Homeland Security, Country or
State leeder, all forms of Military and Army, Republicans, Republics, States, Counties,
Boroughs, and all other devel organizations. Devels have no authorities to be in esistences
outside their original areas. The Stand is what they use to stand on, so they can have a voice,
power, and authority. The Dard is the gum that keeps them together on the stand and in the areas
they work from. The Dard is a creamish looking jellish form. The devels use the Stan and the
Dard in their spaceship operations, the UFOs, and the United For Overthrow, in the moving
pictures operations, in the TV operations, and in all governments and many other operations.
When you hear police says they are working from standard procedure that is what they are
talking about. They have also written a procedural manual that has sorcery on it, and it is their
base of operation. The language is ridiculous, and no one can understand how they operate from
such manual of wickedness that is acceptable to the governments.
There is no Procedure for anyone to work with. The Pro is something with sorcery power that
they use to move ahead. The Pro goes before the seed. The seed gives them power and is a
small grain, and the dure is another form of the Dard stand.
The Ones Inside
The Intermittent devels are not the ones, inside the ones, inside the ones, inside the ones, inside
the ones 45 times. They are empty and left out.
Those who are responsible for not helping others to know the devel history and to know how to
protect themselves in the right and proper format, are not the ones, inside the ones, inside the
ones, inside the ones, inside the ones. They are empty and left out.
Mal Rule
All those who opened my body in January 2013, so I am aware of the devels, this is an act that
you should never ever do. This should never, never, never, never happen.
All those who abducted me on January 1, 2017 to January 4, 2017, tore me open, destroyed me,
killed me, raped me, and open my eyes and knowledge to more of your devel wickednesses, this
is an act that you should never ever do. This should never, never, never, never happen.
All these documents must be distributed to my children, to the various states/counties/countries,
businesses/commerce, municipals, schools, banks, colleges, libraries, UN, morgues, hospitals,
nursing homes, churches, mosques, temples, all religion places, embassies, consulates, missions,
TVs, radios, newspapers, internet sources, etc. New Mexico State Governor’s Office employees
are to distribute the documents, so all the public can get it.
These documents must be shared with friends, family, strangers, and put in the National
Gazettes, State Gazettes, City Gazettes, Town Gazettes, Municipal gazettes, State Journals, and
other Journals. The website is http://www.naturalearthforall.com. There is also a
http://www.facebook.com/naturalearthforall site with other information. They must also be put
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in the National Registry, Register, National Archives, Records Management, Registrar Generals
and similar registry.

Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL CHREATOR OVER THE CHREATION
OF LIFE AND OVER ALL LIFE, ESISTENCE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL OH MY GOODNESS
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GLORIOUSNESS OVER THE GOLDEN
MCLAREN SENATE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GLORIOUSNESS OVER THE GOLDEN
MONTEGONIAS SENATE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GLORIOUSNESS OVER THE GOLDEN
MT. ZION SENATE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GLORIOUSNESS OVER THE GOLDEN
NEW YORK SENATE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL HEAD OF THE ATMOSPHERIC
ESISTENCES
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL ESECUTOR OF ALL ESTATES
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREAM OF THE CHROWN
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OVER THE PAPILLION
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OVER THE CHIRALDINE
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE EBONY
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE EBONIC
LANGUAGE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL EBONIC PLEASER CHREATOR
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE MASEMILLENIUM
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE PUSENELLA
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE FUCKVANELLA
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE COCKYNELLA
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE BUMBO CLATH
ESISTENCE
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THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE PUSSY RASS
CLATH ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE FUCKING,
FUCKING ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE MERLINE
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE RAMBUSTONE
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE CHRISANTIMUM
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHRIST OF THE CHRIST WHO HAS
JUST RETURN
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